OUR MISSION

Our service is designed not only for detecting improper design and mistakes in academic paper, but also to improve quality of the written text. We designed feedback service based on the best academic processes adopted in the world.

60 % universities
20 % publishers
20 % colleges and K-12

>1 000 partners
>25 countries
>20 years of service
**SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY**

**Similarity Report**
We have created a similarity report, which most conveniently shows the content of the text in the source, which fragments were copied from the source, with the ability to intuitively navigate through the text and conveniently analyze large fragments.

**Databases**
We provide access to all available databases of our system. That means you get access to both scientific and university databases. When reviewing Assignments, thanks to the cross-checking functionality, you have the opportunity to see fragments copied from each other.

**Feedback system**
Our feedback system is a communication and collaboration option for students and teachers. Leave your comments, add score, send document to the student, and let the student resubmit a new version of the document. All this is now easier with a feedback system.

**Search for translated plagiarism**
The system has an option of search for similarities in translated texts. You can check texts with more than 100 different language combinations and supports English, German, Spanish, French, Arabic, Chinese and many other languages. This tool helps to prevent translated plagiarism.

**Paraphrase**
System recognizes manipulations with text fragments in the form of changing the order of words, adding or removing words, replacing words with synonyms, being translated.

**Integration**
The development of the system is inconceivable without integration with external environments. We attach great importance to the system's compatibility with various LMS like Moodle, Canvas, Brightspace through API, plugins, LTI, Ldap catalogue etc.

**Support**
Our support team is available 24 hours a day as our offices are in different time zones, from Australia to America. You can contact us via email and phone. We speak 7 languages, including English, Spanish and German.
01. Similarity coefficient
- indicates the volume (in percentage) of the text found similar in different sources,
- exclude fragments from the search results,
- exclude bibliography,

02. List of similarities
All found similarities refer to different sources. We group sources into four categories:
- RefBooks, scientific database of publications and scientific documents,
- Database of the client,
- Global Databases of the partners,
- Internet open sources,

03. Text manipulation
The system detects different forms of text manipulations being highly resistive to copy-paste, cheating and ghostwriting. Similarity report displays characters from another alphabet, spreads, microspaces and white characters,

04. Paraphrase
When copy-paste the text don’t forget to paraphrase when necessary. Use Paraphrase (SmartMarks) algorithm to check if the paraphrase was made accurately. This module displays how the text looks at the source to avoid popular forms of incorrect paraphrasing like swapping words or changing their order,

05. Similarity Report Content side by side view
The fragments identified as similar are marked in the Report in different colors indicating their source. System extracts entire source, indicates similar fragment inside the sources highlighting them in yellow for a fast navigation and cross-checking against the same sources in your document. This technology is our invention and a main advantage that saves time of the teachers during evaluation,

06. Add comment, accept fragments
Add a comment to the Report that will be displayed at the list of the comments for an easy and fast navigation for a student once the evaluation is complete,

07. Create and manage Assignments
Management of Assignments is one of the most time-consuming processes. Therefore we create a user-friendly and an intuitive module of Assignment management that lets instructors in a few simple steps create, update, close Assignment, monitor deadlines and enroll students,

08. Cross-check Assignments
Cross-check Assignments against each other while they were not yet added to the database. Find similarities in the Assignment for a group of papers,

09. Search similarities in translation
The text could be checked for similarities in translation in our system by choosing particular mode during uploading a document for verification.
INTEGRATION

Integration with external systems is possible through the API, LTI and plugins. At the moment, our system is integrated with a large number of LMSs and dean's workflow systems.

**Moodle.** Moodle integration is rooted based on a plugin that is available in the Moodle page of plugin registry. Contact us to obtain an API key.

**Canvas.** Canvas integration is based on LTI 1.3. To get integration via Canvas, you need to contact us. Using our system through Canvas greatly facilitates and simplifies the verification process.

**Brightspace.** D2L's Brightspace allows you to check documents via LTI 1.3. Brightspace became a very popular LMS among universities, integration with Brightspace makes verification process comfortable.

**API.** Use our API if you want to integrate with any other LMS system in a very simple and an easy way. Our REST API used for integration with more than 20 different LMS and deanery systems.

**Ldap and other types of registries.** If you want to use our system's functionality without creating user accounts at the system just synchronize your user's registry with our system. Our system creates accounts automatically once a user enters correct corporate data to the user account. The system sends them to your registry for a positive or a negative response.

DATABASE

**Search in the Internet open sources**
Our system searches for similarities among billions of documents available in open sources. The system recognizes more than 200 languages and uses unique index.

**Search in the Global Database of the universities and the publishing houses**
The database available to StrikePlagiarism.com includes scientific and student papers. StrikePlagiarism.com has an extensive database of papers written in many languages. The internal database and personal data are protected in accordance with the GDPR, the server of our company is located in the EU.

**Search in the RefBooks database**
The RefBooks is StrikePlagiarism.com’s scientific database containing millions of theses, publications, student papers, scientific journals and other types of documents in over 30 languages, including English, French, Portuguese, German, Spanish, Turkish, Arabic etc. This database includes documents published also in Scopus, Web of Science, Springer, EBSCO etc. This database is used by universities, publishers and other institutions for plagiarism analysis.

**Installation at the client’s server**
You can install our external module at your server and keep original documents including other non-text parts of the papers uploaded for verification at your server.

All personal data is encrypted in accordance with GDPR and EU law.
ASSIGNMENTS

The Assignment mode was created for those clients who for some reason do not use the LMS, and prefer use the user accounts created in StrikePlagiarism.com.

This mode allows you to better organize the process of checking papers for plagiarism and improve the quality of the student papers to a new level. Enroll a student or a group of students to an assignment, set deadlines, receive notifications about created assignment by email and about already verified document with a link to a similarity report.

Cross-checking Mode is a unique tool developed by StrikePlagiarism.com's team, it raises attention of both students and teachers to the copy-paste habit, simplifies evaluation process of a big number of student papers within Assignment.

Anna Chudak, Business Development Manager

The Assignment mode allows documents to be cross-checked within an assignment, even if those documents were not yet added to the database.

The administrator sets the number of resubmissions. To reflect the teacher’s decision in the similarity report, we, in addition, created a Save and Submit button, where the teacher has 3 options to choose: Accept, Send for correction and Disqualify.
Search for similarities in translated text

The translation plagiarism search algorithm allows you to find similarities in the translated text. The algorithm supports more than 100 language combinations. Once document is translated the system starts searching for similarities taking into account different forms of paraphrasing. Remember, that the translated document is not an original one and evaluation of such documents demands specific procedure.

STATISTICS

New updated algorithm of collecting statistical data shows how many times the same document was checked, the borrowing volume per each department, author, number of used documents (and contract in general). The volume of the borrowings in % based on chosen criteria. Reports can be easily XLS exported.

BECOME OUR CLIENT!

Email us to get more information about our system, its functionality and get free trial account

https://strikeplagiarism.com | contact@strikeplagiarism.com